SCIENCE DAY

Nursery organised the Science Days on 26th-27th July’16 in the Nursery courtyard. This was the first of its kind and there was excitement in all the sections. The children were happy and eager to experiment. The first was the concept of evaporation where the children wet their handkerchief and dried it in the sun. They must have done this many a time before but they now knew it was the concept of evaporation.

Similarly the concepts of “Heavy and Light” using a beam balance and “Sink and Float” were explained by showing them how heavy objects sink in a bucket of water and how light objects float in a bucket of water. The final one was of “Magic of Magnet” this was shown to the tiny tots by how the pins get stuck to a magnet while on the other hand ice cream sticks, blocks did not come anywhere near the magnet.

The children thoroughly enjoyed these experiments.